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Abstract: Three-level converters have drawn extensive attention due to their ability to deliver high-quality power. High semiconductor count is the main drawback of three-level converters. As a solution to this, a 10-switch converter is presented, that has advantages over both two- and three-level converters, simultaneously, plus it is applicable to a variety of power ranges. However, the switching pattern of 10-switch converter is not as simple as standard three-level converter due to lack of medium vectors. This paper presents a novel space vector modulation (SVM) for a 10-switch converter to reduce total harmonic distortion (THD) and common mode voltage (CMV) of this converter in comparison to prior carrier-based modulation methods. A simplified, low-cost modulation algorithm for the converter is proposed. The designed switching sequence has aimed at a low output THD and enhancement of DC bus voltage utilization. The performance of the proposed SVM is then compared to upgraded sinusoidal PWM. AC power quality and CMV of a 10-switch converter based on two modulation methods are investigated via simulation models. It was validated via simulation and experimental models that the proposed SVM utilized DC bus voltage more efficiently, generated remarkably less THD compared to other methods, and had a lower peak and rms CMV.
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1. Introduction

The interest in using multilevel converters in energy conversion for renewable energy resources application in microgrids, electric drives, plug-in electric vehicles, etc. is rapidly growing [1–5]. Two-level converters are the standard solution of the industry to satisfy the mentioned application requirements, and these converters have a massive market share because of their simple control and performance. However, insufficient efficiency in comparison to multilevel converters and high power loss in high switching frequencies are the main difficulties with these converters [6]. The appealing advantages of multilevel converters include their high efficiency in specific switching frequencies and high power quality, making them a proper choice for the mentioned applications [7]. However, the high semiconductor count of multilevel converters is accounts for a significant disadvantage in large scale production [8]. Therefore, the neutral point clamped (NPC) converter is a standard candidate of three-level multilevel converters that has high quality AC outputs and low semiconductor number comparing to other multilevel topologies. However, the semiconductor number in the NPC converter
is twice as many as the three-phase two-level converter, and it requires six additional fast diodes in its topology.

A three-level T-type converter is introduced as a solution for high semiconductor count challenge of multilevel converters that omits six fast diodes in comparison to NPC converter topology. A T-type converter profits the advantages of two-level converters plus the voltage quality of three-level converters [9]. However, the main drawback of this converter type is the voltage stress on IGBTs that is equal to the total DC-link voltage. This means that two-times higher rate semiconductor has to be selected for a three-level T-type converter in comparison to a neutral point clamped (NPC) converter. A three-level T-type converter employs 12 IGBTs and eliminates six extra fast diodes used in NPC topology. The reduction of fast diode number and choosing higher rate semiconductors are the main advantages and disadvantages of T-type converter’s structure.

A new class of converter in the matter of reducing the semiconductor count and elevating AC and DC voltage quality is introduced in [10], which is a hybrid 2/3 level converter called a 10-switch converter. Structurally, it resolves high semiconductor count in comparison to three-level converters such as NPC and T-type. However, its topology cannot produce a full three-level AC voltage and delivers a mixture of two- and three-level AC voltages. Similar to the T-type converter, it basically combines the positive aspects of the two-level converter. Although regarding the reduction of semiconductors, this converter type reduces two switches in comparison to T-type, furthermore, unlike NPC, its topology does not need any separate fast diodes. Moreover, the 10-switch converter’s voltage stress on IGBTs is a combination of half and total DC-link voltages, which means that voltage stress of auxiliary leg semiconductors is similar to NPC converter which is equal to half of the DC-link voltage. For the rest of semiconductors, this will be equal to the total DC-link voltage, which is the same as two-level and three-level T-type converters. Concerns about heat dissipation in the additional auxiliary leg of a 10-switch converter and the capacitor size of a DC-link converter are resolved since the auxiliary leg switches endure half voltage stress in comparison to other semiconductors and the maximum current applied to the semiconductors remain the same in the converter. Also, DC-link capacitor size of this converter is dependent on variables such as maximum allowed voltage ripple and its capacitance calculation is similar to three-level converters which was investigated in [11].

One of the main common features between a 10-switch converter and multilevel converters is the inherent bipolar DC side that widens 10-switch converter’s application range. However, Two-level converters have to apply a separate DC/DC converter at the DC side to obtain the bipolar feature. The additional DC/DC converter has its downsides including that the power rate of this additional converter is the same as the three-phase converter, it requires a separate control system, and adds extra costs and volume compared to the former two-level converter.

Previous works on a 10-switch converter are limited to applying sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) methods to the converter and its applications are not discussed [12]. The carrier-based modulation methods on this converter have high voltage total harmonic distortion (THD) and low-quality output waveforms. Therefore, space vector modulation (SVM) as an acceptable method that inherently reduces the THD compared to SPWM methods and elevates the output quality has to be examined for the 10-switch converter. The voltage vectors in a two-level SVM include two types: zero and active vectors. However, the voltage vectors of a common three-level SVM method are categorized into four types: zero, small, medium, and large vectors [13]. This classification is on the basis of the voltage vector magnitude. In each region of every sector, the nearest three voltage vectors are selected to minimize the transitions of switches and reduce the switching power loss. Due to the structure of a 10-switch converter, a medium voltage vector cannot be produced, since applying a medium voltage vector means that each leg of the three main legs has a different switching state which leads to a short circuit in either of the DC-link poles. Therefore, space vector modulation method of 10-switch converters differs from the three level types. In three-level SVM methods, each sector triangle divides into four equal smaller triangles that form four regions. The adjacent voltage vectors define the switching sequence in that region, however, the absence of a medium voltage vector means that
the sectors cannot be divided similarly to three level converters. In the 10-switch converter, each sector
can be divided into a small triangle and a trapezoid which contains the three earlier triangles. Thus,
designing an SVM method that could work under all modulation indexes and surpasses carrier-based
methods in quality is the primary challenge. In [14], a four-vector SVM method is introduced for a Z
source converter connected to a 10-switch converter. The simulation results showed inadequate output
voltage and unequal currents, which leads to the conclusion that the discussed SVM method for this
converter is not quite effective.

In this paper, the superiority of the proposed SVM method on 10-switch converter is analyzed and
compared to SPWM methods which are introduced earlier in [10,12,15]. Output quality evaluations of
the 10-switch converter are discussed, and common mode voltage (CMV) of the converter is surveyed.
Section 2 reveals the main characteristics and features of the 10-switch converter. SPWM and SVM
differences are explained in Section 3, and the proposed SVM method is presented afterward. Region
determination, dwell time calculations, and switching sequence are described in Section 3 as well.
In Section 4, simulations of the proposed SVM and modified SPWM methods are presented, and
power quality of converter outputs are evaluated and compared to each other; also, the effectiveness of
presented SVM is validated through experimental results.

2. Characteristics of a 10-Switch Converter

Figure 1 shows a 10-switch inverter that has a three wire bipolar DC topology with 2/3 level output
AC voltage. This inverter is created by adding S1A to S4A switches to the conventional voltage source
inverter (VSI). The topology of this inverter contains three main legs and an auxiliary leg composed
of four switches that are utilized by other three legs to produce three types of switching states (P, O,
and N). Table 1 demonstrates switching states of the 10-switch converter that shows the utilization of
auxiliary leg switches by all three main legs. Switching state O means that one of the middle switches
in the auxiliary leg is turned on considering the other leg states. If switching state P or N is generated,
the auxiliary leg switch S1A or S4A is turned on.

![Figure 1. Schematic of a 10-switch inverter.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switching State</th>
<th>ON Switches</th>
<th>Terminal Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>S1A</td>
<td>S1 or S3 or S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>S2A</td>
<td>S1 or S3 or S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>S4A</td>
<td>S2 or S4 or S6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Switching states of the 10-switch converter and their representation.
2.1. Evaluation of a 10-Switch Converter Application Based on Available Challenges in Two- and Three-Level Converters

The 10-switch converter is a wise choice for low voltage applications (under 690 V). This converter is suitable for the grid-tied converter, unstoppable power source (UPS), and speed control of permanent magnet motor and induction motor application. Based on [16], three-level converters have multiple advantages in low voltage applications with medium to high switching frequencies over two-level converters, including:

- The difference in switching loss energies between IGBTs of the same current class and adjacent voltage class is the key factor to reach low switching losses.
- The three-level converter enables substantially higher switching frequencies applying devices of the same technology and current compared to the two-level converter.
- The low on-state voltage of IGBTs has higher leverage on three-level converters compared to two-level converters which is an essential factor for calculating the conduction losses.
- Reduction of the filter size, weight and cost are possible in three-level converters due to their lower voltage harmonics.
- Reliability concerns in three-level converters can be resolved by appropriate design choices. The reduction of semiconductor losses will help to reduce the average temperature at the components and thus, decrease the failure rate.
- Application of three-level converters is economically feasible in high energy cost markets, even at low switching frequencies.

The above points are the differences between two- and three-level power converters in low voltage applications which emphasizes on the positive points of the three-level converter. However, concerns about reliability, higher switching loss, and costs still exist, and in order to resolve these challenges, appropriate design choices have to be considered. As a solution, the 10-switch converter can be utilized to satisfy the mentioned challenges, since its topology is a compromise between two and three-level converters.

2.2. The Procedure of Feasible Modulation Methods on a 10-Switch Converter

The first step in carrier-based modulation of the 10-switch inverter is determining the middle signal among the three-phase balanced reference signals that are decided in Equations (1) and (2).

\[
V_{Aref} = m \cdot \cos(\omega_s t) \\
V_{Bref} = m \cdot \cos(\omega_s t - 2\pi/3) \\
V_{Cref} = m \cdot \cos(\omega_s t - 4\pi/3)
\]

\[
V_{\text{max}} = \max(v_{A\text{ref}}, v_{B\text{ref}}, v_{C\text{ref}}) \\
V_{\text{mid}} = \text{mid}(v_{A\text{ref}}, v_{B\text{ref}}, v_{C\text{ref}}) \\
V_{\text{min}} = \min(v_{A\text{ref}}, v_{B\text{ref}}, v_{C\text{ref}})
\]

\[
-\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} V_{\text{mid}} < V_{\text{ref}} < \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} V_{\text{mid}}
\]

In the second step, each of these reference signals is tested in Equation (3) to realize the modulation type. If the reference signal of each converter leg satisfies Equation (3), that converter leg has a two-level PWM that means this reference signal will be compared to a triangle signal with an amplitude between –1 and 1. Otherwise, three-level PWM is applied to this leg. The carrier signals of the three-level PWM are two in-phase positive and negative triangle signals which are selected to be compared to the reference signal, considering whether the reference signal has a positive or negative value. It has to be mentioned that not all three legs can have a three-level modulation since the structure of the converter does not allow it. However, all efforts are conducted to maximize the three-level PWM period, in order
to achieve high-quality outputs. In the previous efforts [10], the procedure of detecting the middle signal required huge computational steps and each sector of time interval was split in to three intervals. Each interval has its separate switching sequence and equations. The modified SPWM method for the 10-switch converter was introduced to reduce the high computations at each step of the modulation method and omits the need to divide each sector to three intervals and determining the minimum, maximum, and medium signal at every interval.

A comprehensive flowchart of modified SPWM method is described in Figure 2. The flowchart demonstrates that each reference signal’s amplitude is compared to the other two signals which defines whether each leg has two or three-level PWM in order to generate output voltages. Sinusoidal pulse width modulation of 10-switch converter requires high computation steps to determine the maximum, minimum, and middle signal of reference signals in each moment so that based on equations determined in [10], two- or three-level modulation for that specific moment is selected.

From another point of view, a 10-switch converter owns twenty-one switching voltage vectors consisting of eighteen active and three zero vectors (PPP, OOO, and NNN) in comparison to two level VSI and three-level VSI that have eight and twenty-seven switching vectors, respectively. Table 2 demonstrates space vector table of the 10-switch converter which indicates that the 10-switch converter’s active switching vectors and their amplitude are the same as the three-level VSI. Detailed information of all small and large vectors are depicted in Figure 3 and for the sake of brevity, switching state of one small and large vector is described in Table 2. As seen in Table 2, the medium voltage vectors are absent in the vector table of the 10-switch converter. Figure 3 shows the active vectors that construct the space vector diagram of the 10-switch converter in which eighteen active vectors, including six large vectors and twelve small vectors, with three zero vectors are placed at the center of a hexagon.

The dotted line in Figure 3 depicts the hypothetical place of the medium voltage vector which is not available in this converter. The area of the hexagon in the 10-switch inverter is divided into six sectors (I–VI) and each sector is divided into smaller parts. However, lack of medium voltage vectors is shown in Figure 3 which is the difference between the space vector diagram of 10-switch converter and three-level converters. This issue has a widespread direct effect on the converter’s output.
current and voltage THD, switching patterns and neutral point voltage deviation [13]. The 10-switch converter can work either in inverter or rectifier mode. Assuming that this converter is working in the inverter mode, response of the neutral point voltage to applying a small voltage vector is similar to the three-level inverter, which means neutral point voltage increases when the P-type small vector is used and decreases when the N-type small vector is applied. Applying zero or large vectors does not have an effect on neutral point voltage. On the contrary, using medium vectors in three-level VSIs has an undefined effect on neutral point voltage which makes it difficult to control the deviation of neutral point voltage of such inverters [13].

Table 2. Ten-switch converter space vector table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector Classification</th>
<th>Space Vector</th>
<th>Switching State</th>
<th>Vector Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero Vector</td>
<td>V₀</td>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NNN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Vector (V₁ to V₆)</td>
<td>V₁ᶠ</td>
<td>P-Type</td>
<td>( \frac{V_s}{3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V₁ᵣ</td>
<td>N-Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Vector (V₇ to V₁₂)</td>
<td>V₇</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>( \frac{2V_s}{3} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Space vector diagram of the 10-switch converter.

3. Novel SVM Method for a 10-Switch Converter

A novel modulation technique is presented in this section. This method has aimed to reduce the power loss, neutral point voltage, and THD of converter outputs, and increase the DC-link voltage utilization [17]. In the first step, analogous to space vector methods of three-level VSI, the reference voltage vector is produced, and its amplitude and angle are measured. In the next step, sector and region in which the reference voltage vector \((V_{ref})\) is located, are determined. As it is demonstrated in Figure 3, regions of each sector are similar to each other. Amplitude and angle of the reference voltage vector specify the region and its related sector in which it is located.

3.1. Region Determination

The procedure that defines each region in the space vector diagram of this converter is dependent on the available voltage vectors for each region and the calculated dwell time for each vector. Lack of medium voltage vectors leads to confusion for vector selection in the highlighted region of Figure 4. It is evident that if the reference voltage is placed in the highlighted region, its vector selection can be the same as region 1, since two small vectors and the zero-voltage vector can construct every possible reference voltage value. If the middle area uses the switching procedure of the first region, a rotating
voltage vector with a constant magnitude would continuously change its pattern from using large voltage vectors to using only small vectors, and goes back again to the large vector which leads to increase in the transition of switching states. Alternatively, the highlighted region is shown in Figure 4 can be split in half, and each side gets assigned to the adjacent region. Dividing this area and covering this region via two adjacent regions results in employing two large vectors and the near small vectors that cause a remarkable decrease in the transition of switching states, which is demonstrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 4. Region determination of each sector.](image)

In order to calculate the region in which \( V_{ref} \) is located, normalized reference voltage vector (\( m_i \)) of the 10-switch inverter is obtained. Reference voltage vector is normalized in the first sector shown in Figure 5 which demonstrates that the maximum modulation index in this converter is \( 2/\sqrt{3} \), which is equal to the three-level inverters. Decomposition of the normalized reference voltage vector into zero and sixty degrees’ axes are shown in Figure 5. \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the projections of \( V_{ref} \) on the mentioned axes and their value is dependent on the \( V_{ref} \) angle which is represented in Equations (4) and (5). These calculations are valid until over modulation is avoided.

\[
m_1 = m \left( \cos \theta - \frac{\sin \theta}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \tag{4}
\]

\[
m_2 = 2m \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \tag{5}
\]

It is evident from Figure 5 that the maximum value of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) is equal to 1, and that these variables are dependent on the reference voltage vector’s angle and amplitude. Therefore, determining \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) specifies the region in each sector. Based on Equations (4) and (5), Table 3 obtained, which defines the region in which the reference voltage vector lies. If \( M_i \) amplitude passes region 1 area, it enters a trapezoid area which is divided into two equal areas by an angle bisector. Therefore, when \( M_i \) angle exceeds 30 degrees, the region changes from 2 to 3. Trapezoid area is split in half to compensate lack of medium voltage. Each half is switched by the two large voltage vectors and the adjacent small vector.
were conducted. It is concluded that in high modulation indexes, a negative dwell time for relative

3.2. Voltage Vector Selection and Dwell Time Calculation

The reference voltage vector is synthesized by three adjacent stationary voltage vectors. Dwell time of these three vectors has to be calculated during a sampling period \( T_s \) of the modulation method. Selecting the three nearest voltage vectors in this inverter differs from the three level VSI in all regions except from the first one. In this method, vector selection in region 1 is precisely the same as three-level converters, and for the remaining regions, two large vectors related to that sector with the nearest small vector are chosen. Selecting the nearest small vector means choosing the small vector with the lowest angle difference to the reference vector, which can be P-type or N-type of that small vector.

Selecting two small vectors and the nearest large vector was considered, and related calculations were conducted. It is concluded that in high modulation indexes, a negative dwell time for relative voltage vectors is produced, which is not acceptable. Moreover, choosing two small vectors instead of one, results in the reduction of DC-link voltage utilization and the increase in switching loss.

Another downside of using two small vectors is the redundant states of the small vector, which enhances the switching sequence states, and a seven-segment switching sequence may turn into at least an eleven-segment switching sequence which requires more powerful controllers for computing the dwell time for each state and increases the costs. For the sake of brevity, calculations regarding choosing two small vectors and the nearest large vector are omitted.

Based on the volt-second balancing principle, the product \( V_{ref} T_s \) equals the sum of the voltage multiplied with the time interval of three selected adjacent voltage vectors. As it is depicted in Figure 6, it is assumed that \( V_{ref} \) is located in region 2, where large vectors of this sector are \( V_7, V_8 \), and the nearest small vector is \( V_1 \). The voltage-second balancing principle for this region is written as Equations (6) and (7).

\[
\begin{align*}
\overrightarrow{V_{ref}} T_s &= \overrightarrow{V_1} T_a + \overrightarrow{V_7} T_b + \overrightarrow{V_8} T_c \\
T_s &= T_a + T_b + T_c
\end{align*}
\]  

From the above equations, the dwell time of voltage vectors is calculated in Equation (8).

\[
\begin{align*}
T_a &= 2T_s - \frac{V_{ref} T_a}{\sqrt{3}} (3 \cos \theta + \sqrt{3} \sin \theta) \\
T_b &= \frac{V_{ref} T_b}{\sqrt{3}} (\cos \theta) - T_s \\
T_c &= \frac{V_{ref} T_c}{V_8} (\sin \theta)
\end{align*}
\]  

Table 3. Region determination based on normalized reference voltage vector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Angle (( \theta ))</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( M_1 \leq 0.5 ) &amp; ( M_2 \leq 0.5 ) &amp; ( M_1 + M_2 \leq 0.5 )</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_1 &gt; 0.5 ) or ( M_2 &gt; 0.5 ) &amp; ( M_1 + M_2 &gt; 0.5 )</td>
<td>( \theta \leq 30 )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \theta &gt; 30 )</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Vector and dwell time combination in sector I.
By applying the same procedure, the dwelling time of selected voltage vectors in each region of the first sector is obtained, as displayed in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dwell Time Region</th>
<th>( T_a )</th>
<th>( T_b )</th>
<th>( T_c )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \vec{V}_1 )</td>
<td>( \frac{2\sqrt{3}V_{dc}T_s}{V_a} \sin(\frac{\pi}{3} - \theta) )</td>
<td>( \vec{V}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \vec{V}_1 )</td>
<td>( \frac{2V_a}{V_{dc}}(3\cos\theta + \sqrt{3}\sin\theta) )</td>
<td>( \vec{V}_7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \vec{V}_2 )</td>
<td>( \frac{V_{dc}T_s}{V_a}(\sqrt{3}\cos\theta + \sin\theta) )</td>
<td>( \vec{V}_7 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Symmetrical Switching Sequence

The next step after selecting voltage vectors for each region and calculating their dwell times, is arranging the switching sequence. Redundant switching states result in multiple options to determine a switching sequence. In the proposed method, minimizing the THD is the main objective of arranging the switching sequence. Figure 7 shows an example of a seven segment switching sequence in which \( T_s \) is divided into seven segments for selected vectors in region two of sector I.

![Figure 7. Seven-segment switching sequence in region 2 of sector I.](image)

The shape of six sectors and eighteen regions of space vector diagram are identical; therefore, vector selection, dwell time calculation and switching sequence for the remaining sectors have a direct relationship with the first sector. In order to avoid unnecessary procedures and computations in the microcontroller, all calculations of other sectors are carried out the same as sector I. The simple flowchart demonstrated in Figure 8 describes the whole process of the designed SVM. In the first step, the sector of the reference voltage vector is stored, and then the voltage vector is transformed into the first sector which is considered as the reference of calculations. After that, the region and dwell time of voltage vectors are determined. Now, the reference voltage vector is allocated to its original sector and three appropriate dwell times regarding Table 4 are selected for the three selected voltage vectors related to the original sector. Finally, the switching pattern is generated based on the selected voltage vectors.
Enhancing the switching sequence segments and increasing data samples causes lowering the THD level of output waveforms, but it eventually leads to a rise in switching frequency and switching power loss. In order to prove that the decrease of the THD value of output waveforms and the increase of the power quality in the 10-switch converter have not been achieved by increasing the switching sequence segments and enhancing the data samples, the switching sequence of the prior carrier-based modulation method in [10] is compared to the proposed method. Transitions of switch positions are shown in a series at sector I in Table 5. The carrier-based method has three intervals in one sector, and each interval has its specific switching sequence [10], and the modulation of this sector takes place respectively, which means after seven segment of interval 1, segments of interval 2 and 3 occur. Within sector I, 21 segments are needed to perform the carrier-based modulation method.

Table 5. Switching sequence transition comparison between SPWM and proposed SVM methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segments of Switching Sequence in Carrier-Based Modulation at the Three Intervals of Sector I.</th>
<th>Interval 1</th>
<th>Interval 2</th>
<th>Interval 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONN</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>PPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>ONN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segments of Switching Sequence in the Proposed SVM in Regions 2 and 3 of Sector I.</td>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td>Region 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONN</td>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>ONN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>ONN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POO</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPN</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>PNN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, assuming that the amplitude of the normalized reference voltage vector of the converter is constant, the vector either passes through region 2 and 3, or only goes across region 1. If the vector passes by region 2 and 3, fourteen switching segments are required, and if it goes across region 1, only seven segments are needed. In the worst-case scenario, when the reference vector has pulsating amplitude and passes through all the regions. The segments of the switching sequence will be equal to the carrier-based method. As a result, comparing the two methods and the required segments at the switching sequence of one sector leads to the conclusion that the proposed method optimizes the THD level of converter outputs with less switching segments and does not lead to an increase in the switching frequency. This method is applicable to all converters in which the medium voltage vector is not available, especially hybrid 2/3 level converters.

4. Simulation and Experimental Results

The simulation and experimental results of the proposed SVM method and modified SPWM are discussed in this section. This section consists of two parts: (1) simulation results and (2) experimental
results. The power quality of the 10-switch inverter based on investigated modulation schemes are studied. The simulations for carrier-based modulation method are performed based on the modified version of prior methods applied for this inverter since this modified method has less computational calculations and yields the same result. Also, the experimental model is tested using the designed SVM method to validate the simulation results.

4.1. Simulation Results

Simulation of the 10-switch inverter based on SVM and SPWM methods is performed on Matlab Simulink 2017a. Table 6 shows the simulation system parameters related to the performed simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switching Frequency</td>
<td>6 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total DC-link Voltage</td>
<td>240 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-phase AC Load</td>
<td>1.5 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Time</td>
<td>2 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Index</td>
<td>0.78 (SVM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 (SPWM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulations are conducted under the same conditions to achieve a fair comparison between previously introduced SPWM and proposed SVM method on the 10-switch converter. Multiple factors are considered for evaluating the proposed modulation method. Since it is clear that SVM methods have 15.4% higher voltage utilization, all comparisons are made in a way that an equal output voltage and current will be achieved on the output of the converter. This means that in order to compare the results, the SVM modulation index is reduced by 15.4% to reach the identical peak values of voltage and current in simulation results. However, this modulation index reduction leads to higher THD in converter outputs.

Figure 9 shows system parameters of a 1.5 kW simulation system, in which three-phase balanced resistive loads are connected to the output of the inverter that is fed by two ideal constant DC voltage sources. Figure 8 shows the output line voltage of the converter obtained by SPWM and SVM methods, respectively. As it is seen from voltage waveforms of Figure 8, output voltage in the SPWM method has visible deformities, which cause an increase in THD value of output waveforms and the appearance of low order harmonics. Figure 9 shows that in both methods, the output voltage of the inverter owns a special three-level waveform which is exclusive to 2/3 hybrid converters.

The FFT spectrum and THD of the line voltage are studied in Figure 10. Results indicate that applying the proposed SVM method leads to an 11% THD reduction in line voltage of the converter in comparison to the SPWM method. Figure 10 demonstrates that in the carrier-based method, even harmonics with a value around 0.2% are present in the FFT spectrum, while in the proposed SVM even harmonics are eliminated, which results in improved outcomes. Investigating the third harmonic of the voltage via both modulation methods showed that the third harmonic of line voltage is omitted in the proposed SVM and the values of 5th, 7th, and 11th harmonics of voltage are decreased by 50% in the proposed modulation method. Also, low-order harmonics in the proposed SVM method have an insignificant value in comparison to the carrier based method. As the range of converter’s power application changes, the THD gap comparing two methods remains permanently. This significant THD decrease in the output voltage of the inverter shows the superiority of the designed SVM over prior SPWM methods. Moreover, comparing the output voltage value in Figure 9 leads to the conclusion that the two methods reached the fundamental component via different modulation indexes. This proves that the SVM method increases the DC voltage utilization by 15.4%. 

Table 6. Simulation system parameters.
Furthermore, the variation of the output voltage THD in terms of modulation index via two modulation methods is shown in Figure 11, which compares the results of applying two modulation methods. The chart proves that as the modulation index decreases, the output voltage THD gap between the two modulation methods grows rapidly and the converter outputs modulated by the proposed SVM shows superior performance at all modulation indexes. In the over modulation condition, the fundamental value of the output voltage is enhanced and the number of pulses in the line to line voltage waveform is reduced. The proposed method is advised to work under a normal condition since entering the over modulation condition requires application of the large vectors only, and the dwell time defined for the small vector has to be decreased gradually in the over modulation condition.
The common mode voltage of the inverter is investigated to reach investigate the converter from another aspect. CMV is defined as the voltage at the star point of the load and the system’s ground. The magnitude of CMV is dependent on switching states and the grounding system. High CMV leads to various unwanted consequences such as undesired electromagnetic interference problems, insulation damage, and overvoltage stress on devices [18]. CMV of the 10-switch inverter is calculated by Equation (9), and it was measured in both SVM and SPWM simulations.

\[ V_{cm} = \frac{V_{en} + V_{bu} + V_{cn}}{3} \]  

where \( V_{cm} \) represents voltage between the middle point of the DC-link and neutral point of three-phase AC load. Comparison of the inverter’s CMV based on two method results is summarized in Figure 12, which shows that the CMV peak reduces from 120 V in SVM case to 80 V in SPWM. In other words, CMV drops from 50% of the total DC link to 33.33% when the modulation method is changed from SPWM to the proposed SVM. The RMS value of CMV is also measured and that once again indicates another advantage of the SVM method, as the rms CMV is decreased by 18.5% when the proposed SVM is used alternatively to the prior carrier-based method. The rms value of CMV using SPWM is 65 V, and it drops to 53 V when the proposed SVM method is used. Lower CMV level in the inverter leads to higher power quality, and also prevents extra heat dissipation on the inverter.

**Figure 11.** Total harmonic distortion (THD) curve of the output voltage of the inverter in terms of the modulation index.

**Figure 12.** Common mode voltage (CMV) comparison in the SVM and SPWM methods.
The CMV frequency spectrum using the two methods is depicted in Figure 13. The frequency spectrum of CMV indicates that the proposed SVM method has much more low-domain CMV in different switching frequencies in comparison to the SPWM method. The chart shows that CMV around the switching frequency is at its maximum level and when the SPWM method is used, the fundamental value of CMV is more than twice that of the SVM fundamental value. Thus, the SVM method that has lower peak CMV and lower RMS value becomes favorable. Multiple simulations are carried out to study the proposed SVM further and investigate its effect on the 10-switch converter’s operation. Figure 14 presents the THD variation of inverter’s output voltage in different switching frequencies. Once again, the modulation index for SVM cases is set 15.4% lower than SPWM simulations. THD chart shown in Figure 14 points out the advantage of the proposed SVM method over prior SPWM methods on the 10-switch inverter. AC line voltage THD shown in Figure 14 is almost identical in each modulation method at different switching frequencies. It is noted that the AC line voltage THD is reduced by 11% when the proposed SVM method is applied, and a constant gap exists between the THD levels of two modulation methods, that implies reaching high power quality when the proposed SVM is applied.

![Common Mode Voltage frequency spectrum using two modulation methods.](image1.png)

**Figure 13.** Common Mode Voltage frequency spectrum using two modulation methods.

![Line voltage THD in different switching frequencies comparing the proposed SVM and SPWM.](image2.png)

**Figure 14.** Line voltage THD in different switching frequencies comparing the proposed SVM and SPWM.
In order to achieve a specific fundamental output voltage via two mentioned modulation methods, different input power has to be injected to the converter. The total semiconductor power loss of the converter is dependent on the parameters of the semiconductor shown in Equation (10).

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{on} &= f_1(v, i_c, T_j) \\
E_{off} &= f_2(v, i_c, T_j) \\
V_{CE} &= f_3(i_c, T_j) \\
E_{rr} &= f_4(v, i_c, T_j) \\
V_f &= f_5(i_c, T_j)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(i_c\) is the current that flows into the device, \(v\) is the voltage across the device, \(T_j\) represents the junction temperature, \(E_{on}\) the turn-on energy, \(E_{off}\) the turn-off energy, \(E_{rr}\) the reverse recovery energy, \(V_{ce}\) the saturation voltage (collector-emitter voltage), and \(V_f\) the on-state voltage of reverse recovery diode. The DC voltage utilization in the proposed SVM method has increased and therefore, more input power has to be injected to the converter using SPWM method to reach the same outputs, which means that the total power loss in SPWM case will increase. In order to compare the two methods, a constant certain output fundamental voltage is assumed. The proposed SVM method has a lower THD level in comparison to former SPWM methods, and it requires less input power to reach the assigned output value. This means the voltage across each semiconductor (\(v\)) will be lower in the proposed SVM method and as a result, power loss parameters (\(E_{on}, E_{off}, E_{rr},\) and \(V_f\)) are decreased since they are related to voltage across the device, junction temperature and the conducting current. Decreased power loss parameters leads to the reduction of the total power loss in the 10-switch converter.

4.2. Simulation in the Unbalanced AC Load Condition

The mid-point voltage DC-link is investigated to review the carrier-based and proposed SVM methods operation in the unbalanced AC load conditions. Table 7 shows the simulation system parameters of the unbalanced system. An unideal DC source is connected to two DC-link capacitors. Same simulation conditions are applied to both modulation methods. Figure 15 shows capacitor voltage of each DC-link pole. The proposed modulation completely controls the neutral point voltage and the results prove that the SVM method has acceptable converging mid-point voltage. However, the carrier-based method has higher voltage ripple, which requires balancing circuit to balance the DC-link pole voltages.

Table 7. Simulation system parameters in unbalanced three-phase AC load condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unbalanced Simulation Parameters</th>
<th>Parameter Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three-Phase AC Load</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase A</td>
<td>(R = 11.506\ \Omega)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase B</td>
<td>(L = 5\ \text{mH})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase C</td>
<td>(R = 3\ \Omega)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(L = 5\ \text{mH})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link Capacitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_1)</td>
<td>220 (\mu)F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_2)</td>
<td>220 (\mu)F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Source Voltage</td>
<td>240 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Resistance of DC source</td>
<td>(R = 0.01\ \Omega)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Experimental Results

The designed SVM is implemented on an experimental model of the 10-switch converter. DC sources are connected to the converter to feed the three-phase balance AC loads. In the experimental model, HGTG10N120BND is applied as a switch and HCPL3120 is used to work as a gate-driver and optocoupler simultaneously. The gate signals of converter switches are generated through the marked discovery board. In this model, STM32F407 is used as a microcontroller, which has a lower price rather than regular TI DSPs. This microcontroller is totally capable of processing the modulation method, since the computational steps of the modulation method is reduced via the proposed SVM method, and extra costs are prevented. The simulation results section showed the superiority of the proposed SVM method over the prior carrier-based modulation method from multiple points of view such as power quality, CMV, and DC-link voltage utilization. Hence, the presented SVM algorithm explained in Section 3 is fully implemented on the microcontroller to validate the simulation results. Full detailed model and types of applied equipment are listed in Table 8.

Table 8. System parameters of experimental model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGBT Model Number</td>
<td>HGTG10N120BND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Drive Optocoupler</td>
<td>HCPL-3120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Frequency</td>
<td>6 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total DC-link Voltage</td>
<td>60 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three phase AC Load</td>
<td>56 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer Clock</td>
<td>12 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three-phase AC loads are fed by two DC sources working as a bipolar dc side, and the results are shown in Figure 16. Phase and line voltages of the converter and CMV of the inverter are depicted in these figures. Experimental results of phase and line voltage of the inverter validate the three-level phase and line voltages depicted in the simulation results section. CMV of the experimented system demonstrated in Figure 17 proves that the peak CMV of the converter is reduced from 50% of the total DC-link to 33.3%, which is the same as simulation results.
The 10-switch converter is a bidirectional converter which is used as an inverter in this paper. This converter offers two DC voltage levels at the DC-side in rectifier mode. Unequal DC-loads connected to this converter result in transmitting unequal power flow from each pole of the DC-link, which creates an unbalanced condition in the neutral point of the dc-side and the DC-link voltage poles. A proper solution to this condition is applying an opposite small voltage vector in the switching pattern to rectify the unbalance Dc-load condition and balance the neutral point [19]. This idea is cost-effective and does not require any additional control methods or passive elements. Further studies on this idea are planned for future works.

The same procedure occurs for rms value of the converter’s CMV, which is decreased by about 25%. Based on the experimental data shown in Figure 16, the FFT spectrum of the AC phase and line voltages are analysed through MATLAB software, and the THD level of these signals were measured, which is represented in Figure 18. In simulation results, THD level of inverter AC output voltage in the same modulation index, time sample, and three-phase AC loads of the experimental model is about 59%, which points out that there is a negligible 3% difference between simulated model THD and its experimental one. The reason behind this difference is the assumption of ideal switching devices with low turn-on resistance, same turn-on and turn-off time of semiconductors and ideal equal loads in the simulations. Also, low order harmonics have appeared in the FFT spectrum of experimental results which is related to the assumption of ideal switching devices in simulation, the difference in rise and fall time of semiconductors in the experimental model of the system, and unequal loads in experimental tests.

The 10-switch converter is a bidirectional converter which is used as an inverter in this paper. This converter offers two DC voltage levels at the DC-side in rectifier mode. Unequal DC-loads connected to this converter result in transmitting unequal power flow from each pole of the DC-link, which creates an unbalanced condition in the neutral point of the dc-side and the DC-link voltage poles. A proper solution to this condition is applying an opposite small voltage vector in the switching pattern to rectify the unbalance Dc-load condition and balance the neutral point [19]. This idea is cost-effective and does not require any additional control methods or passive elements. Further studies on this idea are planned for future works.

Figure 16. Phase and line voltages of AC loads connected to the 10-switch converter.

Figure 17. CMV of the experimental model of the 10-switch converter modulated by proposed SVM.
5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new SVM method for the new class of 2/3 level converters, called a 10-switch converter, with the ability to work under bidirectional power flow and various power ranges, plus it presents a bipolar dc side which offers flexible load connection options. The 10-switch converter using the new SVM method can be utilized in multiple power distribution applications. This SVM method is an alternative to previous SPWM methods. The prior SPWM methods are modified in this paper and compared to the proposed SVM method. Designed SVM has simplified switching algorithm which is superior to carrier-based modulation methods since it has a straightforward implementation and requires less computational effort. Main advantages of this novel SVM method include THD reduction of converter’s outputs along with a significant decrease in peak and rms CMV. Observing from the dc side point of view, applying the new SVM results in exploiting higher Dc link voltage as an inherent benefit of SVM. Simulation models and experimental results confirm reduced CMV and improved power quality of the proposed SVM method for the 10-switch converter.
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